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ABOUT US
Here at Joseph Giles, we create the finest interior 
hardware and accessories. Down to the smallest 
screw, our endeavour remains the same: to form 
beauty in every detail. This purpose affords 
designers the freedom to use architectural 
hardware to make a statement, or to support a 
wider design scheme in an understated way.

Designed and made in Britain, our range of 
hardware is the result of 25 years’ worth of 
constant improvement – never settling for 
mediocrity and paying attention to detail that 
most wouldn’t notice. It’s a discipline we’ve  
learnt from our clients and has shaped who 
we are and what we do today.



The tranquil rock pools that grace the Italian 
landscape were the inspiration behind the Tiro 
collection. Carved into the bedrock by centuries 
of flowing water, these natural basins are 
mirrored in the stepped detail of each piece.  
Meaning 'pull' in Italian, 'Tiro' speaks to the 
function as much as to the fluid motion of water. 

Created in collaboration with Studio Indigo, 
we’ve designed these pieces of hardware to 
be more than just points of contact; they are 
conversations with nature, a daily interaction 
with the art that’s formed from the earth's own 
natural processes. 

Through Tiro, users pull open more than just 
doors; they unveil an experience, a connection 
to the elemental artistry of the world. 

THE STORY

Organic forms seen 
through a contemporary 
perspective, hand-crafted 
into the finest pieces of 
interior hardware.



THE COLLABORATION

In 2022, the Joseph Giles and Studio Indigo 
design teams came together to create a new 
range of interior hardware. Using hammered 
metals and precious materials, the aim was to 
create a striking jewel-like ironmongery collection 
with a strong connection to organic forms. 

Originally inspired by a Parisian art installation 
made of coloured glass and metal, we began 
to look at the accidental art created by natural 
processes as our ideas evolved, finding ourselves 
drawn to the Italian landscape, particularly the 
crater lakes in the Laghi dei Piani of the Dolomites. 

As prototypes were created and tested, the most 
successful method we discovered was to press 
forge the shapes, making a unique die to achieve 
the rugged texture, and forming the blanks 
out of iron. 

Initially considering a glass inlay to mimic the lake 
water, practical tests led us to a more rugged, 
natural aesthetic, where the distinct markings and 
texture of each piece can truly be appreciated. 

Crafted entirely from solid brass or bronze, 
the weight of each piece was carefully 
considered throughout the design process. As 
a result, the range encompasses smaller interior 
hardware elements like cabinet handles, pulls, 
and door knobs. 

This collaboration has allowed us to venture into 
the realm of organic design, and we hope you 
enjoy exploring the collection as much as we have 
enjoyed creating it. 



TIRO COLLECTION

Each piece is crafted from solid brass, unless 
you select the Real Polished Bronze (RPBZ) 
finish, in which case the product is formed from 
solid bronze. These materials and the process 
we use lend a heavy quality and a distinct 
texture to each piece. Available in ten different 
finishes, with living and plated options, you 
can configure your hardware selection to fit 
seamlessly into your design scheme. 

Interior hardware for cabinetry and doors, 
including cabinet handles, pulls and a door knob.  



DK1080
Cast from the finest grade solid brass or bronze 
and carefully hand-finished in all the signature Joseph 
Giles finishes. 

The nature of casting means there will be variation in 
every door handle, making every one unique. 

Available in 10 finishes. 

Width: 56mm 
Height: 69 mm 
Depth: 53mm 

DOOR KNOB



CH1128
Cast from the finest grade solid brass or bronze and carefully 
hand-finished, with unique variations in every handle. 

These handles can be fitted side by side in the same 
orientation or flipped to create an interlocking pattern. 

Available in 10 finishes. 

Width: 34mm (at the widest point) 
Height: 250mm 
Depth: 43mm

CABINET HANDLE



CP1157
Cast from solid brass or bronze and finished 
by hand, with unique variation in every pull. 

This longer cabinet pull comes in two sizes, 
as detailed opposite. 

Available in 10 finishes, and 2 sizes. 

LONG CABINET PULL

CP1157.01 
Width: 21mm 
Height: 56mm 
Depth: 38mm 

CP1157.02 
Width: 24mm 
Height: 81mm 
Depth: 38mm



CABINET PULL
CP1156
Made and finished by hand, from solid brass 
or bronze, with unique variation in every pull 
due to the original casting method. 

This cabinet pull comes in two sizes, 
as detailed opposite. 

Available in 10 finishes, and 2 sizes.

CP1156.01 
Width: 29mm 
Height: 21mm 
Depth: 25mm 

CP1156.02
Width: 39mm 
Height: 25mm 
Depth: 25mm 



Polished Brass Waxed (PBW) Dark Bronze Waxed (DBZW)

Real Polished Bronze (RPBZ)

Brushed Brass Waxed (BBW)

Polished Chrome (PC)Brushed Nickel (BN) Mid Antique Brass Waxed (MABW)

Polished Nickel (PN)

Polished Midnight Black (PMB)

Hand-finished using traditional methods that have been passed down through 
generations, our signature metal finishes are available across all our solid brass products.

SIGNATURE METAL FINISH OPTIONS Brushed Midnight Black (BMB)



Enhancing the everyday with a harmonious blend of form and function.

Need ideas or advice? Give our friendly team a call.

+44 (0) 20 8680 2602
hello@josephgiles.com

josephgiles.com
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